
Tightening Phase 2, More QT?

Over the last twelve months, the Fed has been tightening policy at its most aggressive pace in over
40 years. The Fed?s tightening actions include raising the Fed Funds rate by 4.50% in twelve
months and performing $95 billion monthly QT. As the graph below shows, the increase in Fed
Funds occurred at nearly double the rate of those in the last forty years. Despite the Fed?s
aggressiveness, inflation is still high, and economic activity is brisk. To slay inflation, Powell and
the Fed will need to do more.

We advise Jerome Powell in our latest, Speak Loudly Because You Carry a Small Stick. The gist of
the article is the Fed risks creating massive financial turmoil if it continues to raise rates at such an
aggressive pace. Therefore, the Fed should speak more hawkishly to tighten financial conditions.
As an afterthought to the article, supplementing a slower pace of rate tightening with more
significant amounts of QT is another option. Currently, the $95 billion of monthly QT is offset by the
Fed?s reverse repurchase program and the drawdown of the Treasury?s General Account.
Boosting QT beyond the offsets would reduce liquidity in the system helping the Fed?s cause while
lessening the risk of pushing the Fed Funds rate too high.

https://realinvestmentadvice.com/speak-loudly-because-you-carry-a-small-stick
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Market Trading Update

The stock market struggled again yesterday as more hawkish comments from Jerome Powell
weighed on investors. The rhetoric of ?higher for longer? is finally becoming a reality for the
markets as inflationary pressures remain. Powell?s two days of testimony have been about as
hawkish as we could have imagined, and with the odds of a 0.50% rate hike rising markedly, the
sell-off was not surprising.

The good news is that the market continues to hold support at the 200-DMA and bounced off the
rising trend line yesterday. The bullish trend remains intact despite the sell-off. Even with more
hawkish commentary yesterday, bullish buyers stepped in late in the session. This Friday is the
much anticipated February jobs report. A strong report will likely send stocks lower as support for
further rate hikes continues. We are overweight cash currently and will remain that way until the
market either reaffirms support at the 200-DMA or violates that support confirming the bullish rally
from the October lows is over.
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Jerome Powell Has Tough Choices Ahead

On the first day of testimony to Congress, Jerome Powell stated:

I DON?T THINK WE NEED A SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN THE UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE BUT WILL NEED SOFTENING IN LABOR MARKET TO GET TO
2%.&#2013266080; He added: 4.5% UNEMPLOYMENT IS STILL LOWER THAN
MOST TIMES IN HISTORY.

This comment caught the attention of Senator Elizabeth Warren and other Senators. She warned
Powell that 2 million people could lose their jobs if the Fed keeps raising rates. To that, Powell
replied

?Will working people be better off if we just walk away from our jobs and inflation
remains 5%-6%??

The conversation got more heated.

Warren: Since the end of WWII, there have been 12 times unemployment has gone up
by 1% within a year. How many of those times did the US avoid a recession?

Powell: Not that black and white.

Warren: It is.

Powell: I think the number is zero.

Warren: Exactly right.

As we share below, Warren and Powell are correct. A 1% increase in the unemployment rate has
always coincided with a recession. This is the Fed?s trap. They need a higher unemployment rate
and reduced consumption to bring inflation down. The Fed often counteracts economic weakness
and rising unemployment with lower interest rates. This time is different, and the worsening political
theater we share above will only worsen if the Fed keeps raising rates. Therefore, as noted in the
opening, More QT may be the better Fed option.

https://tinyurl.com/BBR-2023
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The Housing Market is Broken

In a recent Commentary, we opined on the current standstill in the housing market. Given high
prices and mortgage rates, we quantify why buying or selling a house makes little sense for many
people.

We present the following example to show how high mortgage rates limit supply and
demand in the housing market and keep the labor market tighter than it should be.

Assume a homeowner has a 3.50% mortgage on a $500,000 house. Their monthly
payment is $2,245, excluding taxes and insurance. To incur the same monthly
mortgage payment at current mortgage rates, the homeowner can only afford a house
worth $335,000. Even if they put $100,000 down, making it a $400,000 mortgage, the
monthly payment would still increase by roughly $400. The demand for housing will
weaken as a result. Further, the labor market will remain tight as employees may be
unable to move for a new job.

Buying makes little sense for most homeowners or potential homeowners. At the same time, selling
for homeowners looking to upsize or downsize also makes little sense. As such, activity in many
real estate markets has slowed appreciably. The scatter plot below from Longview Economics
diagrams what must change to restart the housing market. The correlation linking mortgage rates
and home prices has been relatively strong until the last two years. If we look at the latest dot (Dec
2022), we can calculate what has to happen for some balance in the housing market to return.
Either house prices must drop considerably, or mortgage rates plummet. It will likely be a
combination of both, primarily if a recession occurs.

https://simplevisorinsights.com/rent-burden-an-economic-tax/
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Foreign Stock Markets Cooling Off

Foreign developed and emerging markets were on a tear late last year and early this year: the
culprit a weaker dollar. As we see in the chart below from Y-Charts, the dollar has recouped some
recent losses and is back to levels seen late last year. As a result, only 32% of markets are above
their respective 50dma compared to 91% at the start of the year. The percentage above their
200dma?s is also starting to decline.
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Tweet of the Day
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Please subscribe to the daily commentary to receive these updates every morning before
the opening bell.

If you found this blog useful, please send it to someone else, share it on social media,
or contact us to set up a meeting.

https://email.realinvestmentadvice.com/h/r/A7CA8344DBDF34FD2540EF23F30FEDED

